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STONE - WHITE
Clean , simple lines

Introducing the new stoneware collection from
T&G with its clean, simple lines and rustic
appeal.
This new collection includes tea, coffee,
sugar, butter dish, utensil jar and spoon rest,
these new items are wonderfully understated
and are endlessly useful storage.
This range is ideal for mixing and matching
with existing T&G collections.
Suggested retail prices from £9.99 to £19.99
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PRIDE OF PLACE

New storage pieces added
The popular vintage enamel look “Pride of
Place” has some large storage pieces added
to the collection – new for 2017 are tall pasta
jars and bread crocks both available in old
cream and old green.
The range already includes tea, coffee, sugar
jars, large cooking tools jar, teapot, mug,
egg cup, butter dish, spoon rest, garlic jar,
milk jug, pint jug, sugar pot, salt and pepper
shakers, and tea bag tidy in both old green
and old cream. This range now boasts an
extensive selection of storage items ideal for
holding and keeping dried food and kitchen
utensils tidy.
This range designed by T&G has been made
to look like old enamelware but has all the
advantages of ceramics.
The perfect recipe of products will be “Pride of
Place” in any kitchen!
Suggested retail prices from £4.99 to £79.99
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PRIDE OF PLACE

New storage pieces added
The sophisticated white and grey version
of “Pride of Place” has some exciting new
additions added to the collection for 2017.
Introducing teapot, mug, salt jar, tall pasta
jar and bread crock now all available in white
and cool grey. Everything you need to keep
the kitchen tidy but also creating a wonderful
addition to the kitchen.
The collection already includes salt and
pepper shakers, tea, coffee, sugar jars, butter
dish, large cooking tools jar, spoon rest and
teabag tidy.
This range designed by T&G has been
made to look like old enamelware but has
all the advantages of ceramics. A pure and
sophisticated look, elegant and quite timeless
creating a versatile collection perfect for
modern living.
Also new from T&G are white and grey
painted wood towel holders and mug trees to
match!
The perfect recipe of products will be “Pride of
Place” in any kitchen!
Suggested retail prices from £4.99 to £79.99
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SOPHIE CONRAN

Life is made for sharing
New for 2017 to the Sophie Conran for T&G
range are a set of two rectangular boards and
heart shaped board ideal for using as serving
or sharing boards. Each board has been
inscribed with text in Sophie Conran’s hand
writing and comes beautifully gift boxed.
Each board is made from FSC natural
beech wood and is certified by the Forest
Stewardship Council which is an independent
assurance that forests are managed
according to agreed social, environmental and
economic standards.
“I have collected some lovely boards over the
years and they have become my tools and
my friends. I use them for serving all sorts
of lovely things and of course for chopping,
slicing and general prep. I particularly like the
way they feel, look and how they will mellow
with age.” Sophie Conran
These beautifully boxed new pieces make
lovely gifts and are the ideal wedding
presents.
Suggested retail prices from £6.99 to £29.99
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BAROQUE

Unique & individual!
Each piece of T&G’s Baroque rustic acacia
collection is completely unique. These
beautiful rustic boards and kitchen crates vary
widely in their appearance, making every one
extra special and individual.
New for spring 2017 are a selection of serving
and presentation boards, perfect for everyday
dining and special occasions.
The boards include medium rectangular board
with handle, medium round board with handle,
small rectangular board, long paddle board
with groove.
To add to this collection are some fun chalk
boards in A5 and A4 perfect for writing special
messages……
Whether it is for decorative, everyday use or
special occasions, al fresco dining or warm
Sunday roasts, our rustic Baroque range has
it covered!
Suggested retail prices from £9.99 to £29.99
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NORDIC

Nordic kitchen storage
Introducing the new “Nordic” collection of
kitchen storage for 2017. This versatile
collection is perfect for organising any table,
dresser or counter top. It has everything you
would expect from a Nordic influence simple,
clean lines and functionality….It’s all about
keeping it simple.

NORDIC
NATURAL

The range is made from acacia wood and
comes in two totally new finishes; natural and
white.
The range includes mini crate, medium crate,
deep tray, table caddy, cutlery box, table trug
and extra large cutlery tray.
These products are perfect for everyday use,
decorating the kitchen and an even better gift!
Suggested retail prices from £9.99 to £49.99.

NORDIC
WHITE
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BARK

Each piece is unique
Introducing the new bark collection from T&G
which includes large bark board perfect for
serving and sharing and bark bowl ideal for
fruit, salad or serving.
These new pieces are made from acacia
wood but have a true natural feel to them,
each piece is unique. The designs are
stunning and will suit many kitchens and
dining rooms. Both the board and fruit bowl
bring practicality and style together.
Go natural and bring the outdoors in!
Suggested Retail prices from £44.99 to
£49.99.
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DESIGN | FUNCTION | QUALITY
T&G launches the new “Opera” CrushGrind®
mills for Spring 2017. Available in two lovely
woods; Antique Beech and Ash.
These fantastic new mills contain the superior
CrushGrind® ceramic mechanism which
effortlessly grinds not only salt and pepper
but also using the same grinder, whole dried
herbs and spices. The ceramic mechanism
is fully adjustable with over 12 settings to
grind from fine to coarse grain. None of the
CrushGrind® mills contain a spindle so they
are very easy to fill.
We are so confident that you will love these
mills; they all come with a lifetime mechanism
guarantee.
Each of these new mills comes gift boxed,
making the perfect gift!
The suggested retail price is from £37.99 to
£65.00 each
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CLASSIC MILLS
Perfectly on trend

T&G’s Classic Capstan mills have a fresh
new look with the introduction of white and
grey salt and pepper mills. These understated
but timeless colours will be popular and
look great, in most kitchens. Perfect for coordinating with many of the T&G collections.
Give a table a luxury on trend look with these
stylish new colours from T&G.
There have been some exciting new
developments for T&G’s Classic range of
mills, most importantly the fact that ALL T&G
mills now have ceramic mechanisms. This
means no metal grinders to corrode and no
plastic salt grinders to wear out!
All T&G’s Classic mills come with lifetime
mechanism guarantee!
The suggested retail price from £16.99 to
£39.99
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CLASSIC MILLS
Rebranded &
relaunched
for Spring 2017
There have been some exciting new
developments for T&G’s Traditional range of
mills, most importantly the fact that they have
been rebranded for 2017….introducing the
new Classic Collection of mills which have
had a splash of colour added to packaging
and a distinctly more relaxed and fun pattern
to the mill gift sets.
Choose from 5 new acrylic mill gift sets, the
most stylish perfect gift!
Don’t forget that ALL T&G mills now have
ceramic mechanisms. This means no metal
grinders to corrode and no plastic salt
grinders to wear out!
Create a bright colourful display with this new
collection from T&G.
All T&G’s Classic mills come with lifetime
mechanism guarantee!
The suggested retail price from £22.99 to
£37.99.
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About T&G
Established in 1975, T&G is a family run
business, still managed by one of the
founders (Patrick Gardner, MD) and based in
Portishead, Bristol, United Kingdom.
All T&G products start from a blank sheet of
paper, developing and creating every product
to ensure that it is the best that it can be.
We designed the T&G curved wooden spatula
in the 1990’s and our CrushGrind® Apollo mill
has won many awards. Our FSC® certified
beech “TV boards” as used on many TV
cookery programmes, have been an industry
icon since 1979. All these products and
many more have gone on to become design
classics. With over 41 years in business, there
aren’t many kitchens that won’t have one of
our products!
We cannot emphasise enough how much
care and attention goes into designing and
manufacturing our products and how much we
obsess about every detail. We are passionate
about our brand and products.
T&G are delighted to be exhibiting at Spring
Fair 2017. We would be happy to provide
digital images or samples of any of the
products featured in the Press Pack.
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